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activation failed: authentication failed. this error
indicates that the activation service was unable
to validate the activation information for your

activation method, or the activation information
is outdated. go to the windows activation
troubleshooter, and select troubleshoot >

activation and then select troubleshoot. if the
troubleshooter cant activate your pc, contact

your pcs manufacturer. activation failed:
timeout. this error indicates that the activation
service was unable to validate the activation

information for your activation method, or the
activation information is outdated. if the

activation method didnt work when you tried it,
run the activation troubleshooter, and select

troubleshoot > activation and then select
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troubleshoot. if the troubleshooter cant activate
your pc, contact your pcs manufacturer.

activation failed: unable to create time-out
schedule file. this error indicates that the

activation service was unable to create the file
needed for the time-out function for your
activation method. you can contact your

manufacturer to determine if you need to reboot
your pc to complete the time-out. activation
failed: invalid activation url. an unexpected

error occurred in the activation service, and an
error was returned from the activation url. this
can occur in a number of cases, including when

the activation url doesnt correspond to your
activation method or is incorrectly configured,
or when the user account is locked or does not

belong to a domain account.
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with audio units, a hardware interface for pro
tools is available. this interface is compatible

with the internal audio signal processing in your
computer. it is recommended to stay with the
windows audio driver when connecting to the

pro tools interface. otherwise, it will be hard to
manage audio interface data. you can select
[select an interface]. if your pro tools product
order includes a midi network, then you must

take appropriate steps to connect it. to find the
midi network, select the [select an interface]

button. pro tools will ask if you want to activate
the 2nd software, and will proceed with the

setup process. if you want to activate the 2nd
software, select go to microsoft store. to

complete your midi network installation, you
should be certain that your midi software and

midi interface are compatible. if this is the case,
settings > hardware setup > network setup will

be activated. select go to microsof. after you
have entered your product license, the serial
number and product name, and have been
checked for validity, click select. then your
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payment will be charged through the associated
credit card or alternative method of payment. if
you want to cancel the order, deselect pro tools
in order to select another software. if you have
fulfilled all of the terms and conditions of the
purchase and wish to complete the order, the

software will be available for download.
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